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S H E D S  &  S T R U C T U R E S

Evening Haze®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Cottage Green®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Surfmist®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Paperbark®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Headland®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Deep Ocean®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Dune®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Shale Grey™

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Sandbank®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Loft®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Monument®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Wilderness®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Jasper®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Woodland Grey®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Classic Cream™

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Ironstone®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Manor Red®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Pale Eucalypt® 

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Bushland®

Headland®   Manor Red® Monument® 

Deep Ocean® Ironstone®  Loft® 

Surfmist®  Classic Cream™  Sandbank® 

Evening Haze® Paperbark®  

Fielders starts with innovation.

At Fielders, we’ve spent over a century building a great reputation for our  
ideas and innovations in steel. We believe that better designs mean less limits, 
and more freedom for you.
We take this freedom philosophy all the way to the finish; that’s why  
we offer Fielders steel products in an extraordinary variety of durable  
finishes, including COLORBOND® and ZINCALUME®.

Roofing, Cladding & Rainwater Goods Choice.  
Variety. Durabililty.
COLORBOND® Steel is the pre-painted coating technology with a legendary reputation for durability in Australia’s punishing climate. 

Incorporating Super Polyester, COLORBOND® Steel delivers strength, long-life performance, and the benefit of a finish that keeps its new 

look, resisting fading and discoloration. Fielders delivers roofing and rainwater goods in no fewer than 20 standard COLORBOND®  

colours, offering opportunities to match, contrast, and create unique looks in domestic and commercial applications. 

Colour 
A modern range of designer colours offering a solution for any project.

Design Flexibility 
Flexible in design – contemporary, traditional, curved,  
the possibilities are endless.

Durability 
With its corrosion resistant ZINCALUME® steel base and baked  
on paint finish, COLORBOND® steel protects your investment from  
the harshest of Australian climates.

Leading Edge Technology 
One of the most advanced roofing materials in the world,  
with a steel base, conversion layer, polyester primer  
and a durable exterior grade topcoat.

Thermal Efficiency 
With a wide range of lighter, contemporary colours,  
COLORBOND® Steel can help reduce energy impact  
and achieve thermal performance ratings.

Warranty 
Fielders and BlueScope Steel offer various warranties on 
COLORBOND® Steel projects. Refer to www.fielders.com.au  
for more details.

Developing sustainable products,  
solutions and technologies 
Committed to working towards improved environmental  
outcomes in the manufacturing processes.  
COLORBOND® Steel is 100% recyclable.

The features of COLORBOND® Steel

COLORBOND®, BlueScope and ®colour names are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel 
Limited. TM colour names are trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. The COLORBOND® 
steel colour shown above are a guide only and not for colour accuracy. We recommend 
checking your chosen colour against the actual sample of the product before purchasing.

You choose the finish.

Pale Eucalypt® Wilderness®  Cottage Green®  

Dune® Bushland® Jasper® 

Shale Grey™  Windspray® Woodland Grey® 

CLIENT: FIELDERS     I     JOB: INTERIM LOGO     I     DATE: 26/03/08     I     AGENCY: CHARTERHOUSE ADVERTISING   PH: 08 8363 8714

Windspray® 



QUALITY   n  FLEXIBILITY  n  FEATURES  n  STRUCTURALLY GUARANTEED

Get Serious About Sheds

S H E D S  &  S T R U C T U R E S

S H E D S  &  S T R U C T U R E S



*Structural guarantee applies to Endurance Structures erected by Fielders fully accredited contractors.

- Each building has the  
  following features:
• Large bolted frame connection brackets
• Pre-cut & punched portal frames
• Fully engineered designs
• Multiple cladding & colour options
• Quality components
• Fully consolidated & packed kits
• Quality roller doors, fittings and s/doors
• Fast delivery times

S H E D S  &  S T R U C T U R E S

S H E D S  &  S T R U C T U R E S

Is your shed ShedSafe?

Serious Strength  
and Innovation
- Custom built for any application.
For over a century, Fielders have been steel specialists with  
a reputation for better quality and practical ideas that make  
all the difference. So how serious are you about the shed  
you need? There’s no need to compromise because Endurance 
Sheds can be custom built to your exact specifications - any size, 
any type. Doors and windows where you want them. Height, 
span and finish to match your needs. And standard design  
features that make Endurance Sheds a cut above the rest right  
from the start. It’s all capped off with a Structural Guarantee*  
that means better peace of mind in the long run...because  
we’re serious about our sheds. 



Endurance Industrial Sheds
- Seriously strong workshops
•  An economical low cost building for industrial applications
• Roll formed C section protal frame
• 64mm top hat Purlins & Girts – up to 4m bays
• Fully bolted ‘Z’ section purlins – up to 6m bays
• “C” section eave purlin
• Corrugated profile wall & roof sheeting
•  Personal doors, sliding doors, roller door, skylights,  

windows, side awnings & carports available.

Endurance Domestic Garages 
- Seriously strong on the home front
• Secure lock up building for domestic vehicles
• Roll formed C section portal frame
• Variety of roof pitches from 7.5° to 30°
• 64mm top hat Purlins & Girts – up to 4m bays
• “C” section eave purlin
• TL-5, Lo Rib or Corrugated profile roof & wall sheeting
• Barge & Ridge flashing supplied standard
•  Personal doors, sliding doors, roller door, skylights,  

windows, side awnings & carports available.

Endurance Rural Sheds 
- Seriously tough for a life on the land
• Rural machinery storage building
• Roll formed C section portal frame
• 64mm top hat Purlins & Girts – up to 4m bays 
•  ‘Z’ section version 6m bay - 

(larger bays available on request)
• “C” section eave purlin
• TL-5 or Corrugated profile wall & roof sheeting
•  Personal doors, sliding doors, roller door, skylights,  

windows, side awnings & carports available.

With over 9,000 standard and custom designs,  
why go anywhere else?


